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1299  GERMLINE EDITING DOMINATES DNA SUMMIT
Prospect of heritable changes sparks questions about safety, ethics, and rationale
*By J. Travis*

1300  A WHALE’S LIFE, INSCRIBED IN BALEEN
Fibrous keratin can store a chemical record of pregnancies and stress
*By R. Kessler*

1302  CUBESATS PROMISE TO FILL WEATHER DATA GAP
Companies bet on a GPS technique and an agency shift to commercial data
*By E. Hand*

1303  CONTROVERSIAL TEST FINDS NO SIGN OF A HOLOGRAPHIC UNIVERSE
Speculative effort was destined to fail, critics say
*By A. Cho*
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1304  DEADLY ATTACK ON ISOLATED TRIBE
Isolated people recovering from conflict with settled neighbors in the Brazilian Amazon
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1305  HIV/AIDS CARE FOR ALL—ON A BUDGET
Zimbabwe meeting promotes ways to cut clinic visits and tests without compromising treatment
*By J. Cohen*
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1310  DISSECTING DIVERSITY IN THE SOCIAL BRAIN
Male prairie voles with poor memory skills are less faithful to their partners
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1312  SHARING BY DESIGN: DATA AND DECENTRALIZED COMMONS
Overcoming legal and policy obstacles
*By J. L. Contreras and J. H. Reichman*

1314  MATCHED FILTERING OF ULTRASHORT PULSES
Optical signal processing can help reduce noise in detection of ultrafast electrical pulses
*By M. Vasilyev*  
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1316  OPENING THE GATE ON SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
Superconducting two-dimensional materials are found to be remarkably robust
*By H. J. Suderow*
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1317  REVISITING VITAMIN C AND CANCER
A high dose of vitamin C kills certain colon cancer cells
*By C. R. Reczek and N. S. Chandel*
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1319  WHAT IS AN ADULT STEM CELL?
Tissues may use diverse mechanisms to replace lost cells
*By H. Clevers*

1321  IN THE WAKE OF COLLISION
When atoms collide with metal surfaces, electron-hole pair excitations dissipate the adsorption energy
*By H. Brune*
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